
Cryptocurrency Trading
1. Dataset alignment
2. Initial account balance importance
3. Hyperparameter search

from hyperopt import fmin, tpe, hp

best = fmin(fn=lambda x: x ** 2,

    space=hp.uniform('x', -10, 10),

    algo=tpe.suggest,

    max_evals=100)

print best
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A Bloom filter is a (space efficient) data structure 
that is used to check for membership of an element 
x in a set of m elements.
Can use as little as 10 bits per element with around 
1% error rate (according to wikepedia)

https://prakhar.me/articles/bloom-filters-for-dummies/
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K different hash 
functions with output of 
an indice that is turned 
on to 1

N length bit array (n is usually much larger than 
the number of elements)
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Why can’t you use one hash 
function? If you do it will cause 
issue that More the number of 1s the higher the 

probability of a false positive. 
Likewise, fewer the hash functions, 
higher the probability of a collision.
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Sensors and AI   - Background survey of AI applications for IoT 
Generate Lot of Data → Less Data

Contains Lot of Noise → Less Noise Autonomous and less data transmission

Dumb(No intelligence) → Make Decision

Sensor Data → Features → Pattern/Region → Labels → Decision

Smart Sensors
Motion Intelligence
Behavior Analysis and Prediction ( from power consumption, light control, room temperature, … ) 

ESP8266 IoT Device Demo(MCU with Wi-Fi)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XaceftuVPgo7OSYZ2mp0nAN2KfZi7PMT/view?usp=sharing

References
Artificial Intelligence Plus the Internet of Things (IoT) - 3 Examples
https://www.techemergence.com/artificial-intelligence-plus-the-internet-of-things-iot-3-examples-worth-learning-from/
Sensors and Artificial Intelligence (Imageimob’s SenserBeat - Real time AI on the edge )
http://imagimob.com/resources/sensors-and-artificial-intelligence          
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Kaggle Toxic Comments Detection

 FANCY
GRAPHS!

EXCITEMENT!

features = ['comment_length', 
'caps_rate', 
'alpha_rate',
'number_of_words', 
'exlamation_rate']

https://github.com/prokopevaleksey/ToxicCommentClassificationChallenge
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